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Fledging Opera Co Scales the Heights with Vintage Bellini
July 19, 2019 | By Clive Paget, Musical America

One of his first big hits, Bellini’s La Straniera is among the composer’s most
musically daring and dramatically imaginative works. Nevertheless, well
before the end of the 19th century it had fallen firmly out of the repertoire.
Thanks to a magnificently committed reading at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Rose
Theater on July 17, however, the pioneering Teatro Nuovo ensured its
emergence from the shadows to claim its rightful place in the canon.
Furthermore, the company’s ground-breaking interpretation offered an
insightful window into early 19th-century performance practice and the glories
of bel canto.

In a semi-staged concert presentation, General and Artistic Director Will
Crutchfield played fortepiano with Associate Artistic Director Jakob Lehmann
leading the band as “primo violin e capo d’orchestra.” But the Teatro Nuovo

orchestra was not just playing on instruments of the period. By recreating a typical pit layout of the day, with
divided instruments encircling the maestro at the keyboard, singers had more control over their own destinies
and instrumentalists were in constant visual communication with each other and with the stage. This fertile
experiment treated the audience to a fascinating example of what—or nearly what—Bellini might have heard at
the work’s 1829 La Scala premiere.

La Straniera is by no means flawless. It is based on the 1825 best-selling gothic novel L'Étrangère by Charles-
Victor Prévot, but Bellini and his librettist Felice Romani took the curious decision to omit a gigantic—and some
would say crucial—backstory from their opera. It is set in a dank and gloomy 11th century, and all we see is a
shadowy veiled woman (“the stranger” of the title who goes under the name Alaide) living in a hut by a misty
lake. There she is guarded by Valdeburgo, a man who seems to know more about her than he is prepared to
tell and who is ultimately revealed to be her brother. When the local lord Arturo throws over his fiancée Isoletta
for this mysterious lady, a series of mistaken encounters lead to both men falling from a precipice and Alaide
being accused of witchcraft and murder. Only at the end do we learn that she is the exiled Queen of France,
now restored to her throne, at which point Arturo kills himself in despair. Since we never learn what Alaide is
doing there in the first place, the result is to cast mystery upon enigma in a supreme example of misty-
motived, bodice-ripping passion and Romantic excess.

Bellini reveled in this. He wanted his characters to “weep, shudder, and die singing” and that’s what he
delivered, lavishing the text with glorious music and imbuing arias with his hallmark long, lyrical lines. Even
more interesting, La Straniera finds the composer constantly experimenting with form. Choruses interrupt
duets that merge with trios; a moody cavatina might as easily be followed by another cavatina as with the
more formulaic jaunty cabaletta. It’s all heady stuff, here given its due by an excellent cast that plunged in
and—unfazed by the occasional burst of laughter at some of the story’s melodramatic extravagances—really
seemed to “get” the spirit of the thing.

Christine Lyons was a magnificent Alaide, her warm, creamy soprano at its very best when challenged by
Bellini’s seemingly endless melodies. Intense and soulful, this was a tragic “Straniera” from the start, her final
aria “Sono all'ara” crowning a performance of real stature. As her would-be lover Arturo, Derrek Stark wielded
his diamantine tenor effectively, the brightness of his sound contrasting nicely with Lyons’s more veiled
instrument. Their extended Act I duet “È sgombro il loco” certainly never felt like its 25-minute duration.  While
his stage charisma is a little low-voltage, Stark made up for it with some thrilling high notes and much
thoughtful musicality.

Christine Lyons as Alaide, Steven La Brie as Valdeburgo in Bellini’s La Straniera

Singing with great authority and with a real feel for bel canto ebb and flow, Steven LaBrie’s chocolatey baritone
was perfect for Valdeburgo. His contribution to the 15-minute Act I trio was highly distinguished, while his Act
II aria won well-deserved applause. In the awkwardly written role of Isoletta—she disappears after the opening
of Act I until nearly the end of Act II—Alina Tamborini was equally outstanding. Her light, lyric soprano and
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excellent diction came to the fore in her second-act aria, capped by a comfortably tossed off cabaletta.

In the smaller roles, Vincent Grana’s sturdy bass made for a sonorous Prior of the Knights Hospitaller, bass-
baritone Dorian McCall was a solid Montolino, and the light, pleasing tenor of Isaac Frishman was effective as
the oily Osburgo. The crisp, disciplined, and impressively Italianate singing of the Teatro Nuovo Chorus was
outstanding throughout.

Down in the pit, the orchestra was revelatory with burnished gut strings enhancing a brooding orchestration
that finds Bellini wallowing in the lower registers. Woodwinds were imaginative and painterly, Joseph
Monticello’s woody flute solos a special pleasure. Unstopped brass, so often a problem with period
performance, were spectacularly successful here with some superbly braying hunting horns.

The occasional communication lapse may have meant a moment of ragged ensemble, while perhaps giving
singers all that head led to a few too many overly indulgent slow tempos, but the musical interest and sense of
vocal storytelling that came with all that freedom made it a small price to pay. Teatro Nuovo may be just over
one year old, but already it is a historically informed force to reckon with.

Top: Derrek Stark as Arturo
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